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By notice published May 9, 2019, the Federal Aviation Administration (“FAA”) issued a
notice that FAA is seeking public comments on the renewal of the Small Unmanned Aircraft
Registration System.1
EPIC submits these comments to (1) insist the FAA adopt regulations requiring small
unmanned aircraft actively broadcast location, course, purpose, and registration information; (2)
express support for the FAA registration system and to urge the agency to require operators to
register and broadcast surveillance capabilities.
EPIC is a public interest research center in Washington, D.C. EPIC was established in
1994 to focus public attention on emerging privacy issues.2 For well over a decade, EPIC has
maintained expertise on privacy, safety, and security concerns related to drones and has
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prominently advocated for better regulation of the national airspace.3 In 2012, EPIC, joined by
more than one hundred experts and organizations, petitioned the FAA to undertake a rulemaking
to establish privacy regulations prior to the deployment of commercial drones in the national
airspace. In the Petition, EPIC described the many ways in which the deployment of drones
would threaten important privacy interests.4
EPIC has submitted many comments to the FAA recommending that drone registration
include disclosure of surveillance capabilities and explaining the necessity of active broadcast of
drone information.5 In 2015, EPIC stated “[t]he widespread deployment of drones in the United
States is one of the greatest privacy challenges facing the Nation.”6 EPIC also testified to
legislative bodies on the “unique threat to privacy” posed by drones7 because “[t]he technical and
economic limitations to aerial surveillance change dramatically with the advancement of drone
technology.”8
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EPIC has also specifically recommended that drones broadcast location, course, and
purpose.9 EPIC wrote in 2015 that:
passive registration does nothing to address the privacy risks posed by drones in
the national airspace, which undermines the safe integration of drones into the
national airspace. Drones should be required to broadcast their registration
information to allow members of the public and law enforcement officials to
easily identify the operator and responsible party.10
EPIC also wrote at the time:
Because drones present substantial privacy and safety risks, EPIC recommends that
any drone operating in the national airspace system include a mandatory GPS
tracking feature that would always broadcast the location of a drone when aloft
(latitude, longitude, and altitude), course, speed over ground, as well as owner
identifying information and contact information.11
EPIC’s recommendations have now been adopted by the European Union and constitute
international standards for the regulation of drones.
I.

The FAA Must Mandate Active Broadcast of Location, Course, and Purpose to
Meet International Norms
The European Union has recognized that drones pose risks to security, privacy, and

personal data.12 In response, the European Commission recently established regulations setting
out manufacturing and operating requirements for drones in the EuroZone.13 The Commission
enacted an EU-wide requirement that drones broadcast operator registration number, drone serial
number, geographic position and height of the drone, course and ground speed, and location of
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the operator.14 The broadcast signal must be receivable by mobile devices.15 The EU Drone
Regulation applies to virtually any drone operating within the EU, regardless of where the drone
was made or where it launched. The Commission’s regulation sets an international norm that
drones broadcast key information including identification, position, course, and, operator
location. Citizens of the EU now have a means of identifying the operator of drones posing
safety or privacy hazards and resolving disputes with the operator.
The EU Drone Regulation responds to a series of incidents worldwide in which the
operator of a drone creating a public safety hazard could not be identified. The FAA should
move quickly to adopt a similar rule. In the U.S. unidentified drones have recently crashed into a
living room,16 fallen into the stands at a crowded baseball stadium,17 harassed students at a
college track meet,18 collided with landmarks,19 and brought down powerlines.20 In these cases
drones posed a serious threat to the public, but the operators could not be identified. As a result,
crimes went unsolved and individual operators—either malicious or dangerously unskilled—
avoided repercussions. A broadcasting requirement would significantly reduce the identification
problem by allowing any bystander to identify the drone’s registration information and owner
identification with their cell phone. Thus, there would be a record available to allow both law
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enforcement and private citizens to resolve drone incidents without resorting to dangerous selfhelp remedies.21
Drones also pose a serious threat to security and air travel. In France, a series of
unidentified drones flew over thirteen nuclear power plants, stoking security concerns.22
Unidentified drones nearly collided with aircraft at multiple UK airports in the last few years,
grounding hundreds of flights and delaying travel for hundreds of thousands of passengers.23
Gatwick and Heathrow Airports in the UK experienced repeated near-collisions between drones
and aircraft, beginning in 2014 and continuing to January of this year.24 Aircraft near misses are
on a precipitous rise, in the UK recorded near-misses ballooned from 6 incidents in 2014 to 70
near misses in 2016.25 In 2017 a drone actually collided with a commercial flight in Canada, the
operator was never found.26
A broadcasting requirement would prevent collisions and unnecessary groundings by
affirmatively identifying a drone’s location for airport operators and pilots. Instead of simply
shutting down flights when a drone is spotted, airports could actively track the drone, contact the
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operator, and manage the risk. Pilots would also have greater warning that a drone is in their
airspace, allowing the pilot to avoid the drone altogether. Finally, when violations do occur
authorities will be able to identify and apprehend the operator, preventing repeat offenses like the
shutdowns at London-Heathrow Airport.
Currently, individuals cannot hold drone operators accountable because it is essentially
impossible to identify the drone or the operator of a drone. The FAA’s registration scheme still
does little to solve this problem. Solutions exist.27 To increase accountability of drone operators,
the FAA Reauthorization Act of 2018 requires the FAA to consider and develop remote
identification for drones.28 Passive identification does not go far enough—the FAA must require
active remote identification.
Because drones present substantial privacy and safety risks, EPIC recommends that the
FAA require any drone operating in the national airspace system to broadcast location when aloft
(latitude, longitude, and altitude), course, speed over ground, as well as owner identifying
information and contact information, similar to the Automated Identification System (“AIS”) for
commercial vessels.29
The FAA Working Group has already recognized several means of identifying drones in
real-time, such as the integration of a direct broadcast method known as C2 that features high
ease of compliance, high readiness for implementation, strong operational performance and
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security, and low cost for implementation.30 The Working Group has also identified several
additional means of achieving remote identification via direct broadcast with only slightly
steeper hurdles to implementation.31 Private companies have also demonstrated the feasibility of
remote identification. Intel publicly demonstrated its “Open Drone ID” that uses Bluetooth 4.2
broadcast packs and Bluetooth 5 advertising extensions to broadcast the drone’s “unique ID,
location, direction, altitude, speed, make/model, base location, and other related data.”32 Wing,
AirMap, and Kittyhawk also demonstrated remote identification of drones using a network-based
remote ID application utilizing the open-source InterUSS platform.33 Finally, the EU’s recent
regulation demonstrates that such identification is now not only possible, but likely to become
the industry standard outside the US.
Recognizing the need for remote ID, the FAA has already requested unmanned aircraft
system service suppliers (“USS”) to submit input to “establish the operational framework
(requirements and criteria) for Remote ID USS and provide supporting data to airspace users as
necessary for collaboration and safe operations.”34 FAA has also stated in recent notices that:
the FAA is cognizant of the importance of various stakeholders to be able to
identify small UAS to mitigate safety concerns that operations may present.
Because of the importance of this particular issue, the FAA plans to finalize its
policy concerning remote identification of small UAS, by way of rulemaking,
standards development or other activities that other Federal agencies may
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Working Group 1 Report 37–41 (2017),
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propose—prior to finalizing the proposed changes in this rule that would permit
operations of small UAS over people and operations at night.35
EPIC agrees the FAA must conduct a rulemaking on Remote ID and adds that privacy
considerations should be included in that rulemaking as well as any others on drone policy.
The agency’s practice of placing privacy concerns outside the scope of drone
rulemakings36 does not align with public opinion. In a recent behavioral sciences study, “the
most popular [drone] policies were those that protected personal privacy.”37 Further, participants
were nearly evenly divided as to which risks were most concerning: privacy (49.9%) and safety
(50.1%).38 As such, the FAA should cease its practice of excluding privacy concerns in drone
policy formation.
II.

EPIC Supports The FAA’s Drone Registration Program, but The FAA Must Also

Require Drone Operators to Register and Broadcast Surveillance Capabilities
EPIC supports the Small Unmanned Aircraft Registration System now, as EPIC has in
past comments.39 The drone registry does help identify drone operators that use drones in
impermissible ways and aid the Department in taking enforcement actions against drone
violations.40 However, the current registration system falls short because it does not require
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registration of surveillance capabilities, leaving the FAA unable to protect the public from
serious privacy violations.
Drones are surveillance platforms able to carry a multitude of different data-collection
technologies including high-definition cameras, geolocation devices, cellular radios and
disruption equipment, sensitive microphones, thermal imaging devices, and LIDAR.41 Drones
can also be equipped to enable facial recognition, scan license plates, and identify nearby cell
phones and other mobile devices.42 The public should not be left to wonder what surveillance
devices are enabled on a drone flying above their heads. Drone operators should be required to
broadcast this information and not permitted to suppress the broadcast. If the capabilities of the
drone are altered, the drone operators should be required to update his or her registration.
Operators of any drone carrying video surveillance technology should make clear at
registration the surveillance capabilities, including resolution and zoom range of any camera as
well as any capabilities like facial recognition43 or license plate recognition.44 Operators of any
drone carrying audio surveillance technologies should be required to make clear at registration
the specific capabilities to capture and record audio communications. Operators of any drone
carrying technology to engage in interception of signal communication, human recognition at a
distance, or other advanced surveillance techniques, should be required at the time of registration
to detail the capabilities and the anticipated use. Drones must be required to actively broadcast
all of this information, too.
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Requiring registration of surveillance technology would impose a minimal burden on the
FAA and most drone operators. FAA’s registration page could auto-populate surveillance
technologies for all commercially available drones. Only individuals specially modifying their
drones would have to input surveillance capabilities manually during registration.
Conclusion
The FAA’s proposal to renew its drone registration system is a small step in the direction
of promoting accountability for drones. While EPIC supports the renewal of FAA’s registration
system, the FAA must meet international norms and mandate remote identification broadcasting,
including course, location, surveillance equipment and other relevant operational information.
Drones should simply not continue to fly above the laws that protect public safety.
Respectfully submitted,
/s/Marc Rotenberg
EPIC President and Executive Director
/s/ Jeramie D. Scott
EPIC Senior Counsel
/s/ Jake Wiener
EPIC Summer Clerk
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